
Year 12 Chemistry Sample lesson

Group 2 Elements: The Alkali Earth Metals

This lesson is taken from a chapter on reactivity trends that you will study in the spring term.

I have chosen it for you because it shows how your Year 12 course will both consolidate ideas that you have 
already learned, and extend these concepts to unfamiliar elements.

Chemistry is all about understanding patterns, please read on and find out about Group 2



Learning objectives

• Explain the trend in reactivity and ionisation energy of Group 2 elements

• Describe the reactions of group 2 elements with water, oxygen and acid

• Describe the redox reactions of group 2 elements

• Describe uses of group 2 compounds
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Magnesite MgCO3
Brucite - Mg(OH)2

Emerald - Be3Al2(SiO3)6Gypsum - CaSO4.2H2O

Group 2 minerals
• Group 2 form stable mineral compounds
• They are never found elementally in 

nature 
• This shows that they are reactive metals



‘Alkali Earth’ Metals 

The name is derived from:

Earths
The historical name for oxides of metals that were;
• Insoluble in water
• Resistant to heating

Alkali
Because these earths could neutralize acids

At this point chemists didn’t realise that these earths 
were compounds not elements!



Reduction of Alkali Earths to their elemental state

Which is a good Science joke because Michael 
Faraday turned out to be one of the central 

figures in the history of Physics and Chemistry.

In other words – as you know from GCSE –
electrolysis was used to separate them (they could not be 

reduced using carbon because they are more reactive than carbon)



Michael Faraday

You can make a virtual tour of his lab here
You can also visit the lab at the Royal Institution near Green Park in London for free

https://www.rigb.org/our-history/michael-faraday/magnetic-laboratory
https://www.rigb.org/


Key uses of Group 2  metals

Lime - Ca(OH)2

• Neutralises acidic soil to 
increase crop yield

Calcium carbonate CaCO3

• Neutralises excess stomach acid to 
produce a salt and water 

• Reduces symptoms of indigestion



GCSE Recap – metallic bonding and ionisation

In GCSE you learned that:
• Metal elements lose electrons to form positive ions
• Metallic bonding is the attraction between the positive ions in the lattice and the delocalised electrons

Do you think the bonding in Group 2 metals will be more like zinc or sodium?

zinc of course!
• zinc forms a 2+ ion, so there are 2 delocalised electrons per ion in the lattice
• sodium (and all other group 1 metals) form a 1+ ion so there is 1 delocalised electron per ion in the lattice
• This means that the bonding in group 2 is stronger than group 1 and the melting point will be higher

To form the metal ions the metal atoms must lose 
electrons this known as ionisation

We can measure this energy, it is different for each 
element and is known as the ionisation energy.

You will learn about ionisation energy before 
studying this topic, don’t worry!



• As we descend the group, the 
atomic radius…

• The number of shells…

• The amount of shielding…

• The force between nucleus and 
outer electrons…

• The IE will…                 because..

Explaining the ionisation energy pattern

increases

increases

increases

decreases

decrease
Less energy is needed to overcome the weaker 
force of attraction to the nucleus



• As we descend the group, atomic radius…

• The distance from nuclei to delocalised electrons 
and surface area of ions will…

• The number of delocalised electrons will…

• The ratio of electron charge to surface area will…

• Therefore the strength of the metallic bond will…

Explaining the melting point pattern

increases

increase

Stay the same

decrease

decrease



Explaining the melting point pattern

These anomalies are due to packing style:

Be & Mg: hexagonal close packed

Ca & Sr: face centred cubic

Ba & Ra: body centred cubic

The geometry with which the layers pack together can change depending on the size of the ions.

The system depends on the size of the ions – the packing will always follow the most space efficient system

Understanding these 
anomalies is beyond A-
level Chemistry but just for 
your information…



calcium magnesium ionisation energy

reactivity increases

2Ca(s) + O2(g)     → 2CaO(s)

Calcium is oxidised and oxygen is reduced

GCSE knowledge: REDOX 
• one species is oxidised (loses electrons and/or gains oxygen)
• one species is reduced (gains electrons/loses oxygen)



Pattern in pH of group 2 hydroxide solutions

Pure water
pH 7

Mg(OH)2

pH 8-9
Ba(OH)2

pH 12

Solutions becoming more alkaline – why?

GCSE knowledge
Low pH (<7) = Acid
Lots of H+ ions

High pH (>7) = alkaline
Lots of OH- ions



barium higher than calcium OH-

higher increases

white

insoluble

Ca (s) + 2H2O (l)     → Ca(OH)2 (aq) + H2 (g)

Calcium is oxidised and hydrogen is reduced



precipitate soluble

colourless

Calcium is oxidised and hydrogen is reduced

Ca (s) + 2HCl (aq)     → CaCl2 (aq) + H2 (g)



slightly saturated

precipitate

increase increases

OH-

CaO (s) + H2O (l)     → Ca(OH)2 (aq)

NOT a redox reaction, nothing is oxidised or reduced



increase

Ca(OH)2 (aq) + 2HCl (aq)     → CaCl2 (aq) + 2H2O (l)

NOT a redox reaction, nothing is oxidised or reduced



neutralises

neutralises

slightly White/insoluble

CaCO3 (s) + 2HCl (aq)     → CaCl2 (aq) + H2O (l) + CO2 (g)

Calcium is oxidised and hydrogen is reduced

NOT a redox reaction, nothing is oxidised or reduced

Mg(OH)2 (aq) + 2HCl (aq)     →MgCl2 (aq) + 2H2O (l)

+ CO2


